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Form 4 J.L. ENGLISH Time: 2 Hours 

LITERATURE 


Name: __________________ Class: 

Students are to answer a question from each Section A, B, and C and 
aU questions in Section D 

Section A: Drama Glass Menagerie 

Answer ONE Question from this Section · 

1. 	 Compare how different characters choose to distance 
themselves from the daily routine of their miserable existence. 

OR 

2. 	 Describe an episode from the scenes you have studied, and 
discuss its relevance to the play. 

Section B Prose 	 Animal Farm 

Answer ONE question from this Section 

3. 	 Although at first sight it may seem like a children's story, with its 
talking animals, it is highly relevant to the adult world. Discuss 
by comparing Animal Farm to historical events in Russia. 

OR 



4. 	 What is Boxer's role in this book? 

You may wish to consider: 

• The way Boxer behaves differently from other animals 
• His ideas and beliefs 
• The way he is treated by the pigs 

OR 

5. 	 Discuss the roles played by Napoleon and Snowball at the 
beginning of the novel. 

Section C 	 Poetry 

Answer ONE question from this section 

6. 	 "What represented freedom, hope and opportunity for some, 
proved to be the loss of innocence and destruction for others." 
Discuss this quote with reference to the poem The Discovery. 

OR 

7. 	 With close reference to a poem you have studied this year, 
show how the poet is inspired by the power of a particular 
creature. 

OR 

8. 	 The experience of childhood is expressed differently by various 
poets. How do the poets deal with this theme. Mention one or 
two poems you have studied. 
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Section D 

Read the following poem carefully, then answer the questions that follow: 

The Lizard 

Still is your delicate head, 

Like the head of an arrow; 

Still is your delicate throat, 

Rounded and narrow; 

Still is your delicate back, 

Patterned in silver and black, 

And bright with the burnished sheen that the gum-tips" share; 


Even your delicate feet 

Are still, still as the heat, 

With a stillness alive and awake, and intensely aware. 

Why do I catch my breath, 

Held by your spell? 

Listening, waiting - for what? 

Will you not tell? 

More alive in your quiet than ever the locust can be, 

Shrilling his clamorous song from the shimmering tree; 

More alive in your motionless grace, as the slow minutes die, 


Than the scurrying ants that go hurrying busily by. 

I know, if my shadow but fall by your feet on the stone, 

In the wink of an eye, 

Let me try-

Ah! 

He's gone! 


By Lydia Pender 

"eucalyptus plant 

Answer all questions in this section 

1. The lizard is: 

ala dinosaur 

b) a bird; 

c) a reptile; 

d) a fish. (1 mark) 


2. Find 3 examples of rhyme, one from each stanza: (3 marks)

a) _________ 
b) ________ 
c) __________ 

3. 




3. The words 'still, stillness' are repeated six times. Why? 
______________________ (1 mark) 

What is the effect of the repetition? 

(2 marks) 

4. 'Delicate' shows that the poetess the lizard. (1 mark) 

Give 2 meanings which 'delicate' can have in describing the lizard's body parts. 
a _______________________________~~__------------------ 
b _______________~_______~~~ 

(~ marks) 

5. Find 2 similes, ~)===========-------((22nmlaarkS) 

Explain them briefly: (2 marks)
a ___________________________________________________________ 

b___________________________ 

Another question 

7. What is the effect of the lizard's stillness on the poet? (1 mark) 

8. The lizard does not move at all, but it is full of life and agility. Quote 2 separate 
lines which prove this: 
a) ___________________________ 
b) ______________________________________________ 

(2 marks) 
9. Give an adjective and a verb which describe 
a) the locust ____________________________________ 
b) the ants 

10. Explain the last 5 lines of the poem. What does the poetess think and decide to 
do? What happens? (3 marks) 
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